As soon as
you use it,
you’ll wonder how
you ever managed
without it.

Presenting

Anestand.

X

Anestand is the first and only anesthesia stand designed to:
n Safely, securely and conveniently keep all anesthesia supplies
where they’re needed.
n Deliver the highest levels of safety, cleanliness, utility and
organization.
n End instruments rolling off a patients chest and IV tubing being
caught in the wheels of the IV pole.

Extremely easy to place and set up.
The patent pending clamp quickly and easily attaches
Anestand to the IV pole or OR bed rail with just one
hand — no knobs or screws to tighten.

The many benefits
of Anestand are
obvious, every time
you use it.

The recessed tray safely holds and organizes
supplies for most procedures and can be
used for induction of anesthesia.
Tray holds: central line kit, nerve block
supplies, and spinal/epidural kit. Organized
workspace to make an efficient induction.

Clips keep IV tubing securely in place,
so it’s easy to “scrub the hub.”
Anestand makes it easy to comply with
JCAHO’s and CDC’s “scrub the hub” program.
And tubing can’t fall onto the OR floor.

The anesthesia circuit clips keep your
circuit fixed and firmly in place.
When the table is in Trendelenburg or
reverse Trendelenburg, your circuit remains
fixed in place.
Corners hold suction tubing
or suction tip.
Easily organize EKG, pulse
oximetry and blood pressure
cords. And all cords stay off
the floor.

ANESTAND INDUCTION TRAY #77001
ANESTAND CLAMP STAND #77002

The flexible support post lets you position it just
where you need it.
You can rotate or bend the post, making Anestand
adaptable to any anesthetic situation.
It’s like an extra pair of hands,
wherever and whenever you need them.
Anestand frees up anesthesia technicians for other
valuable duties — and works as helping hands.

The anesthesia stand that
keeps everything right at hand.
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